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Abstract
Distributed computing is a field of computer science that studies distributed systems. With the increasing
computing capacity of computers it is widely used to solve large problems. Monitoring system is one of the
key components in distributed computing. Although there have been varieties of monitoring systems developed by different organizations, it is still a great challenge to monitor a heterogeneous distributed environment in a unified and transparent way. In this paper, we present a unified monitoring framework for distributed environment (UMFDE) with heterogeneous monitoring systems, and then propose a comprehensive
method based on the Enterprise Service Bus (ESB) to integrate the monitoring systems in the environment as
a unified monitoring system. A representative case study is given to show the feasibility of this framework.
Keywords: Distributed Computing, Unified Monitoring, Enterprise Service Bus

1. Introduction
Distributed computing is a field of computer science that
studies distributed systems that consist of multiple autonomous computers or clusters that communicate through
a network.
Distributed systems have been in the mainstream of
high performance computing with the increasing computing power of computers. They have been primarily
used for solving comprehensive application problems
such as parallel rendering, weather modeling, nuclear
simulations, and data mining.
A scalable and unified resource monitoring system is
one of the key components for the effective utilization of
the massive computing power in distributed environment.
Due to the considerable diversity of resources in the distributed environment, the monitoring of the environment
is much more difficult than that of a group of homogenous computers. There have been a variety of monitoring
systems developed by different organizations, such as
ganglia, Relational Grid Monitoring Architecture (RGMA). Although some of them can be used in distributed environment, there are still some constraints. For
example, we need to replace the existing monitoring
systems and deploy the same monitoring system in all
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the clusters or computer sites. To address such challenges,
[1] proposes an integrated framework (UGMF) which is
compatible with other monitoring systems in the grid
environment, however, there are still some problems not
addressed, such as message transformation, content-based
routing and flexibility.
In this paper, we present a loosely-coupled, scalable
and non-intrusive monitoring framework for distributed
environment with heterogeneous monitoring systems.
Here we use an integrative method based on Enterprise
Service Bus (ESB) to integrate the existing monitoring
systems into a unified monitoring framework without
redeploying or modifying the systems themselves. The
proposed architecture is capable of providing clients with
standard-based interfaces, and implementing uniform
access to different monitoring data sources through ESB
in a transparent fashion. Besides that, we implement a
representative case study in a distributed environment to
verify the feasibility and scalability of the proposed
framework.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we introduce several monitoring systems and present an overview of the Enterprise Service Bus. In Section 3, the proposed unified monitoring architecture is
discussed in detail. A representative case study based on
the proposed architecture is introduced in Section 4. The
final conclusion is presented in Section 5.
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2. Related Work
2.1. Monitoring Systems
Resource monitoring is one of the fundamental components in distributed systems. Monitoring data plays a key
role in various tasks of distributed computing such as fault
detection, performance analysis, performance tuning, performance prediction, and task scheduling. Resources monitored in distributed environment include the CPU load, the
memory usage, the network status, the disk usage, and etc.
In this section we present a brief introduction of several existing monitoring systems for distributed systems.
2.1.1. Grid Monitoring Architecture (GMA)
The Grid Monitoring Architecture (GMA) [2] is developed by the Global Grid Forum Performance Working
Group. The goal of the architecture is to provide a minimal specification that will support required functionality
and allow interoperability.
The Grid Monitoring Architecture consists of three
types of components, as shown in Figure 1:
 Directory Service: The directory service stores the
information about producers and consumers, and
accepts requests, supports information publication
and discovery.
 Producer: A producer is any component that uses
the producer interface to send monitoring data to a
consumer.
 Consumer: A consumer is any component that uses
the consumer interface to receive monitoring data
from a producer.
The GMA architecture supports three interactions for
transferring data between producers and consumers: publication/subscription, query/response, and notification. In
any case, the communication of control messages and
transfer of performance data occur directly between each
consumer/producer pair without further involvement of
the directory service.
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2.1.2. Ganglia
The Ganglia [3] is a scalable distributed monitoring system for high-performance computing systems such as
clusters and Grids. It is based on a hierarchical design
targeted at federations of clusters, and relied on a multicast-based listen/announce protocol to monitor state within
clusters and uses a hierarchy of point-to-point connections
amongst representative cluster nodes to federate clusters
and aggregate their state. It has been used to interconnect
clusters across university campuses and around the world
and can scale to handle clusters with 2000 nodes.
Compared with the Grid Monitoring Architecture, there
is not a directory service for Ganglia to store and discover the information of producers and consumers.
Literature [4] presents a structure for monitoring a large
set of computational clusters over wide-area networks using Ganglia. It illustrates methods for scaling a monitor
network comprised of many clusters while keeping processing requirements low.
2.1.3. Windows HPC Server
Windows HPC Server 2008 [5] (HPCS) is the Microsoft
high performance computing (HPC) platform built on
Windows Server 2008 64-bit technology. HPCS can efficiently scale to a large number of processing cores and
computers. HPCS includes a new, integrated management console that integrates the new network configuration wizard, template-based provisioning based on the
Windows Server 2008 Windows Deployment Services
technology, a new scheduler, cluster health monitoring at
a glance along with built-in diagnostics, and a faster Microsoft Message Passing Interface (MS-MPI) that includes new NetworkDirect support.
HPC Server 2008 provides administrators and users
with several tools to effectively monitor IT resources in
the cluster, including the Node Management section in
the Administration Console, System Center Operations
Manager and Microsoft HPC Class Library.

2.2. Enterprise Service Bus

Figure 1. Components of the grid monitoring architecture.
Copyright © 2010 SciRes.

Enterprise Service Bus [6] (ESB) is a software infrastructure that can be used to connect heterogeneous applications and IT resources. It brings flow-related concepts such
as transformation and routing to a Service-Oriented Architecture (SOA). It mediates incompatibilities among various
applications, coordinates their interactions, and makes
them broadly available as services for additional uses.
Despite various definitions used by different users,
there are common components in the architecture of an
ESB as below:
 Message transformation: To transform messages
from one format to another based on open standards like XSLT and XPath.
 Message routing: To determine the destination of an
IIM
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incoming message based on user-defined rules and
logic.
Security: Mechanisms such as authentication, authorization, and encryption should be provided by
an ESB to ensure the integrity and privacy of both
the ESB runtime and the messages.
Management: A management environment is necessary for the configuration of the ESB to be reliable and also to monitor the runtime execution of
the message flows in the ESB.
Transport Management: To convert incoming transport
protocols to different outgoing transport protocols.
Message Broker: ESB acts as a broker between service consumers and service providers.

sists of the Service Provision Layer, the Service Interface
Layer, the Integration Layer and the Application Layer.
Generally, there are two ways to monitor a distributed
environment with a number of heterogeneous computers
and clusters in the internet. One way is to deploy a new
monitoring system to substitute all of the existing systems. This way is simple but impossible in most cases,
because owners of the existing systems are in general not
the same one. The other way is to integrate the existing
systems by their exposed service interfaces without replacing the existing systems. Developers can reuse the
monitoring services or develop new services.
The proposed architecture uses the integration method
to achieve the goal of monitoring a distributed system.

3.1. Service Provision Layer

3. Overview of the Architecture
An overview of the proposed architecture (UMFDE) is
shown in Figure 2. It is a four-tier framework that con-

Service Provision Layer is comprised of a group of clusters or sites with their monitoring systems. Most of existing monitoring systems provide some kind of services
that can be used by the Service Interface Layer.

Figure 2. Architecture of the proposed monitoring framework.
Copyright © 2010 SciRes.
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3.2. Service Interface Layer
This layer is in charge of the encapsulation of the functionalities of existing monitoring systems into services,
which can be connected to components and used in the
Integration Layer. In this layer we may develop new
monitoring services for clusters or sites without monitoring system. Since services may be offered by different
systems, they may be developed based upon various protocols, such as HTTP, JMS, TCP, and SMTP.

3.3. Integration Layer
The aim of this layer is to integrate and thus provide reusability of original monitoring services defined in the
Service Interface Layer, and to provide consumers with
composite monitoring services. The Integration Layer is
made up of two components: a Service Registry, an ESB.
Service Registry is a platform for publishing and discovering information about producers and consumers of
the services, including the encapsulated services in the
Service Interface Layer, the composite services in the
Integration Layer, and consumer services in the Application Layer. However, it will not be further involved in the
interactions between the publishers and the consumers.
ESB provides a reliable and scalable infrastructure that
connects services of heterogeneous monitoring systems,
mediates their incompatibilities, transforms their responses,
and makes them broadly available as uniform services
for different users. It is responsible for routing requests,
invoking original services in Service Integration Layer,
integrating and returning results and other fundamental
functionalities including content-based routing, message
transformation and location transparency. It also enables
disparate applications and services to communicate using
different protocols through transport protocol conversion.
The main features of the UMFDE are provided by the
Integration Layer.
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study using the architecture proposed in last section. We
will begin with the description of the scenario, and then
continue into the details of implementation.

4.1. Overview
The context of the case study is that the client application
sends a request to the UMFDE for the response of “the
status of computers the client has access to in this environment”.
The distributed environment used in this case study is
comprised of two clusters, and a group of computers, site
A. One cluster is Rocks cluster with monitoring system
ganglia, the other one is Windows HPC Cluster. Site A
has no monitoring system.
Here we choose the open source Mule ESB which is widely used by many enterprises to implement the case study.
Key elements of Mule ESB are explained below [7-9]:
 Service component: A service component is nothing more than a Java object that is hosted and contained by Mule. These components become services within the Mule instance. Components contain the business logic. Each service is configured
using an inbound router collection, a component,
and an outbound router collection.
 Endpoint: An endpoint is responsible for the receiving or sending of messages via associated transport.
 Router: Based on the Message Router pattern [8],
routers exist to be able to decouple individual processing steps when messages are received from, or
are dispatched to, endpoints.
 Transformer: Transformers are used to convert data
from one format to another, such as type transformation, message transformation, and so on.

3.4. Application Layer
This layer consists of a variety of applications utilizing
the monitoring data provided by the services in the Integration Layer instead of gathering raw data directly from
the existing monitoring systems. These applications contain resource management applications, scheduling applications and so on.
The proposed framework supports two interaction types
between producers and consumers, namely publication/
subscription, and query/response.

4. Implementation
In this section, we discuss the implementation of a case
Copyright © 2010 SciRes.

Figure 3. The distributed environment in the case study.
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Besides that, we use Mule Service Registry to provide
a full complement of registry and repository features,
including service and artifact management, governance,
lifecycle and dependency management.
The main services used in the case study include:
 Monitor Broker Service: Receives requests from
and returns responses to client applications. It is
hosted by the mule ESB.
 Authorization Service: As an external web service,
it provides an interface for the Monitor Broker
Service to obtain a list of clusters or sites whose
monitoring data the current user is authorized to
access.
 Original Monitor Services: Three services are developed to act as brokers to monitor two clusters
and site A.

4.2.2.1. Request Flow
As shown in Figure 4, at first, client application calls the
MonitorBroker Service in Mule ESB.
The MonitorBroker Service uses a component msglogger to log the request message into log files. Here we
define a class to implement the log service. Then, the
request message is forwarded to AuthService.
In the service AuthService, we define a ReflectionMessageBuilder component which will try and set the
response of the authorization service as a bean property
on the request message using reflection. The remaining
part of AuthService is a filtering router which contains
two outbound endpoints.

4.2. Implementation Details
4.2.1. Service Interface Layer
We develop web services for the monitoring systems of
the two clusters. We design and develop a monitoring
web service for Site A from scratch because there is no
monitoring system in Site A. These services will return
the status of its machines.
All of the three monitoring services will be published
to the Mule Service Registry.
The response of web service of ganglia contains a list
of machine’s status which includes Id, Hostname, Ip,
Mem_free, Cpu_num, cpu_speed, cpu_idle.
The response of web service of Windows HPC Cluster
also contains a list of machine’s status, but the status has
different format and information. The status mainly includes Id, Name, NumberOfCores, CpuSpeed, State, Memory-Size, OnlineTime, NodeGroups, and Reachable. And
the web service for Site A has similar response format as
these computers are also built on windows platform.
It is obviously that the formats of responses are different, so we propose a unified response format to unify
and integrate all of the response messages. We list key
properties of the unified format as follows:
OsName: Name of the operating system.
Cluster name: Name of cluster the node belongs to.
ClusterType: Rocks or Windows HPC, Site A.
CpuNum: Number of cpu.
CpuSpeed: Speed of cpu.
CpuLoad: The current cpu load.
MemorySize: The total size of memory.
MemoryFreePercent: The percent of free memory.

4.2.2. Integration Layer
The message flow of the case study is divided into two
parts: a request flow for handling the request message,
and a response flow for dealing with the response message.
Copyright © 2010 SciRes.

Figure 4. An overview of the Mule configuration of the
request flow.
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The first outbound endpoint invokes the external authorization service. After receiving the response, the ReflectionMessageBuilder will set the list of authorized
clusters as a property called recipients on the request
message. Then the second outbound endpoint will send
the updated request message to the DataQueryService.
The static-recipient-list-router in the DataQueryService will apply a transformer to the request message, and
then invoke external monitor services whose inbound
endpoint is defined in the property recipients of the request message.
4.2.2.2. Response Flow
In the response flow, the monitor broker service will
aggregate the response messages from different monitor
services. And because the response messages are based
on different formats, the broker service will transform
them with the unified format.
The procedure of the response flow is described as following:
 The monitoring services process requests from the
Mule ESB broker service, and return responses to
the broker service.
 In the broker service, transferService serivce component will record the reponse activity, and then
transform reponse messages using the unified format. After that, reponse messages will be forwarded
to aggregationService component.
 AggregationService Service mainly contains a custom
asynchronous reply router component, result Aggregator. The resultAggregator will retrieve the reponse
message, and aggregate them into one reponse.
 Finnaly, the broker service will return the reponse
to the client application.
4.2.2.3. Application Layer
We build a web application based on ASP.NET for users
to monitor the status of the distributed environment. This
client application is responsible for controlling user access and users’ requests. It also provides multiple views
of the status of the environment for users, such as the
status of a computer and some cluster.
For this case study, we build a web form to collect users’ requests, call the broker service in Mule ESB and
display the results.
4.2.2.4. Sequence Graph
The sequence graph as shown in Figure 6 is described in
detail below:
1) The client sends a request to the monitor broker
service hosted by the ESB to get the status of computers
in the distributed environment;
2) The monitor broker service receives the request,
and retrieves the authorized clusters of the client through
the third party service authorizationService;
3) After receiving the response from authorizationCopyright © 2010 SciRes.

Figure 5. An overview of the Mule configuration of the response flow.

Service, the broker service individually calls the monitoring services of the authorized sites;
4) The broker service asynchronously receives the responses from monitoring services, and then integrates
them into one response message;
5) ESB sends the integrated message to the client.

4.3. Summary
As shown in the case study, the proposed architecture is
loose-coupled and scalable. It is advantageous in senses
of:
 Compared with traditional unified monitoring techIIM
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Figure 6. The sequence graph.







nologies, the integration method based on enterprise
service bus makes it easier to integrate the existing
monitoring systems.
Reducing the cost of software development and
maintenance.
Rapid response to changing requirements. For example, if requirement changes, we just need modify
the broker service hosted by ESB.
Improving system flexibility, scalability, availability and robustness.

systems. The proposed framework provides standardbased interfaces to clients, and uniform access to different monitoring data sources through ESB in a transparent
fashion.
The implemented case study has shown the feasibility
and scalability of the proposed framework.
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